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1.

Variation in Semantic Types

In the investigation of universals and variation in semantics, a natural question that can
be asked is to what extent there exists cross-linguistic variation in the semantic types of
particular linguistic expressions that we have reason to believe should be comparable across
languages (cf. von Fintel and Matthewson 2008). A related question is whether all languages
make use of the same inventory of basic semantic types, and in what ways type differences
of this sort have an effect on the grammar of a particular language. At issue in this paper is
the status of degrees, semantic type d. The standard analysis of gradable predicates assumes
the presence of a degree argument position that must be saturated, returning a predicate of
individuals (Cresswell 1976, von Stechow 1984, Heim 1985, 2001, Kennedy and McNally
2005, among others). The denotation of the gradable predicate tall is thus rendered as in (1),
where x is an individual, and tall is a measure function relating x to d, a degree on the scale
of height.
(1)

J tall K = l dl x.tall(x) ⌫ d

Under the degree analysis of gradable predicates, a host of functional morphology can be
applied to a gradable predicate denotation like (1) to saturate the degree argument, making
reference to or manipulating degrees in some way. The functional degree inventory includes
measure phrases, the comparative morpheme, the positive operator, among others, which
contribute to the overall grammar of gradability.
In a recent cross-linguistic study examining comparative constructions in 14 languages,
Beck et al. (2009) speculate that there may be languages that do not lexicalize a degree
argument in scalar predicates. Their evidence comes from Motu, an Austronesian language
that they claim lacks a comparative morpheme and other degree constructions. Their proposal
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is spelled out as a parameter on whether scalar predicates in a given language lexicalize a
degree argument. Beck et al.’s parameter specifically only targets the semantic type of scalar
predicates in a language. They leave open whether a language could lack degree arguments
in scalar predicates but still have functional morphemes that introduce and manipulate
degrees. However, if we are faced with considering the possibility that some languages
do not lexicalize degree arguments in gradable predicates, it seems natural to expect that
there should be languages that lack any reference to degrees at all, both in lexical items and
functional morphology.
Taking such a proposal seriously, we can ask the following question: what would a
degree-less language look like?1 First, all scalar predicates would be lexicalized as contextsensitive vague predicates, as in (2):
(2)

J tall Kc = l x.tall(x) in c

That is, scalar predicates like tall would not lexicalize a measure function as part of their
meaning; they would simply require that an individual counts as ‘tall’ in a context c. Second,
we would expect the language not to possess any measure phrases of the sort five feet in five
feet tall(er). Following recent work, notably Schwarzschild (2002, 2005), measure phrases
are taken to name either degrees or sets of degrees. It follows that if a language makes no
reference to degrees, it should not lexicalize any measure phrases. Third, there would be
no comparative morpheme whose function is to introduce an asymmetric ordering relation
between degrees. Rather, comparison would be implicit in the sense of Kennedy (2007a),
where the positive form of a predicate is used without any comparative morphology, and a
comparison between objects is inferred. Fourth, we expect not to find any effects of scale
structure to be linguistically significant. As argued by Kennedy and McNally (2005), scale
structure consists, in part, of a set of degrees ordered along a dimension. If a language
lacks reference to degrees, we would expect modifiers not to show sensitivity to scale
structure. In particular, we expect to find that modifiers of scalar predicates do not show
scale-based selectional restrictions. Finally, we expect that the norm-related interpretation
of scalar predicates to be lexicalized directly in the predicate. Under the degree analysis,
norm-relatedness is derived by positing a positive operator POS, which forms part of the
inventory of functional degree morphemes. In a degree-less system, recourse to POS is not
necessary, and it is predicted that scalar predicates have a norm-related interpretation even
in comparison contexts, in contrast with languages like English.
I claim that Washo is a degree-less language in the sense described here, and argue
that gradation structures in Washo pattern exactly as outlined above. I propose that scalar
predicates in Washo are lexicalized as in (2). That is, Washo is like Motu as described by
Beck et al. (2009) in not lexicalizing a degree argument in scalar predicates. However, I
additionally make the stronger claim that Washo also lacks any functional elements that
1

In framing the discussion in this way, I am assuming that the degree analysis of gradable predicates and
corresponding functional morphology is the correct one at least for languages like English. There is, however,
a line of work that denies the existence of degrees even in English, and treats scalar predicates simply as vague
predicates, a subset of the he,ti predicates. Notable examples of this line of work include Kamp (1975), Klein
(1980), and more recently van Rooij (2011). Going forward, I set aside these analyses, but they return to the
discussion later on in section 6.
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make reference to degrees. In the rest of this paper, I show that all the predictions outlined
above are upheld in Washo, essentially providing an existence proof that there exist truly
degree-less languages, and that reference to type d is not a semantic universal. Rather,
whether a language makes reference to degrees or not constitutes an important aspect of
cross-linguistic variation.
Before diving into the predictions made by the degree-less analysis, I briefly outline the
basics of scalar predication in Washo. Washo lacks a distinct morphosyntactic category of
adjectives; scalar concepts are typically lexicalized as verb roots, as in (3). Evidence that
such forms are verbs comes from the fact that they directly compose with verbal inflectional
morphology, such as the imperfective suffix -i in (3). In many contexts, we also find a verb
stem naming a scalar predicate in a nominalized form, by means of the nominalizing prefix
de- as in (4). In this case, the nominalized predicate appears with a copula verb -eP-, which
is where verbal agreement and aspectual morphology appears.2
(3)

mé:hu Pil-káykay-iP-i
boy ATTR-tall- ATTR - IPFV
‘The boy is tall.’

(4)

mé:hu de-Pil-káykay-iP
k’-éP-i
boy NMLZ - ATTR-tall- ATTR 3- COP - IPFV
‘The boy is tall.’

As far as I can tell, there is no semantic difference between these two forms, at least for the
constructions to be discussed here. For the purposes of this paper, these two forms of scalar
predicates will be taken to have equivalent semantic interpretations.
2.

No Measure Phrases

Measure phrases like five feet in five feet tall are typically taken to denote degrees, degree
quantifiers, or degree predicates (von Stechow 1984, Heim 2001, Schwarzschild 2002, 2005,
Svenonius and Kennedy 2006). Therefore, in a language that makes no reference to degrees,
we expect measure phrases not to exist. This prediction is upheld in Washo.
It is of course well-known that the inventory and behavior of measure phrases crosslinguistically is quite idiosyncratic (Schwarzschild 2005, among others). Thus, testing for
and detecting measure phrases can be quite difficult. In my investigations, the only example
of anything measure phrase-like are phrases that name a number of years, an example of
which is in (5):
(5)

hélmeP múPc’im de-w-gális-iP
k’-éP-i
three ten
NMLZ - STATIC -winter- ATTR 3- COP - IPFV
‘He is thirty years old.’

In this example, a putative measure phrase occurs in a copula construction, and isn’t
modifying a scalar predicate Mile ‘old’; such a structure is in fact ungrammatical, as in (6).
2 Unless otherwise stated, all the data in this paper come from my own primary fieldwork with native
speakers of Washo. The following shorthands are used in morpheme glosses: 3 = 3rd person, AOR = aorist,
ATTR = attributive, COP = copula, IPFV = imperfective, NC = negative concord, NEG = negation, NMLZ =
nominalizer, Q = question, SR = switch reference, STATIC = prefix on weather predicates. Characters in Washo
orthography not conforming to their typical IPA values are as follows: M = [m], š = [S], y = [j].
˚
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*hélmeP múPc’im de-w-gális-iP
Mı́le-yi
three ten
NMLZ - STATIC -winter- ATTR old- IPFV
Intended: ‘He is thirty years old.’

Other attempts to translate measure phrases into Washo result in either (i) the use of the
positive form of a scalar predicate, or with modification by šemu (roughly ‘very/really’; see
section 4); or (ii) comments from speakers like “we don’t say things like that in Washo.”
The point here is that despite the presence of phrases like in (5), measure phrases do not
form part of the grammar of gradability in Washo like they do in languages like English.
Such behavior is expected if Washo has no lexical items or functional morphology that
makes no reference to degrees.
3.

Implicit Comparison

Kennedy (2007a) (borrowing terminology from Sapir 1944) argues for a contrast between
explicit and implicit comparison, both within and across languages:
(7)

a.

b.

Explicit comparison: establishes an ordering relation between objects x and
y with respect to a gradable property g using a morphosyntactic form whose
conventional meaning has the consequence that the degree to which x is g
exceeds the degree to which y is g.
Implicit comparison: establishes an ordering between objects x and y with
respect to a gradable property g using the positive form by manipulating the
context in such a way that the positive form is true of x and false of y.

The key distinction in explicit versus implicit comparison is that the former makes use of
dedicated morphology to express the comparison relation, while the latter uses only the
positive (unmarked) form, and a comparison between two objects is inferred.
Let us examine this distinction at work in English, which uses both explicit and implicit
comparison strategies. Explicit comparison in English is achieved by marking the gradable
predicate with -er/more. While the exact semantics of the English comparative morpheme is
somewhat controversial, two variants are typically found in the literature. One is a ‘phrasal’
variant, whereby the comparative morpheme takes two individual-denoting phrases and a
gradable predicate as arguments, as in (8). The other option is a ‘clausal’ variant, whereby
the comparative morpheme takes two clauses denoting sets of degrees, as in (9).3 In either
case, the job of the comparative morpheme is to introduce an asymmetric ordering between
degrees.
(8)
(9)
(10)
3

J -er1 K = l yl Ghd,eti l x.max{d 0 |G(d 0 )(x) = 1} > max{d 00 |G(d 00 )(y) = 1}
J -er2 K = l D1hd,ti l D2hd,ti .max(D2) > max(D1)
a.
b.

John is taller than Mary.
max{d 0 |[tall( j) = d 0 ] = 1} > max{d 00 |[tall(m) = d 00 ] = 1}

See Heim (1985) and Kennedy (1997) for an overview of the issues at stake for deciding between the
phrasal and clausal analyses of comparatives.
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The explicit comparison in (10a) is assigned the truth conditions in (10b). The sentence is
true if and only if the maximum degree to which John it tall is greater than the maximum
degree to which Mary is tall. Crucially, the ordering relation is introduced by the comparative
morpheme, which marks the gradable predicate and consists in an operation over degrees.
In contrast, in the case of implicit comparison there is no morphological marking on the
gradable predicate. An example of implicit comparison in English is found in (11), where
the standard of comparison is found in a compared to phrase.
(11)

Compared to Mary, John is tall.

According to Kennedy (2007a), (11) is true in a context c if and only if the positive form
tall is true of John in any context c0 that is just like c except that the domain of individuals
includes only John and Mary. In such a context, if it is true that John is tall and Mary is not,
then it can be inferred that John is taller than Mary. The function of the compared to phrase
it to limit the domain to only the two individuals, and evaluate the truth of the gradable
predicate relative to only those two individuals (see also Beck et al. 2004). Crucially, implicit
comparison makes use of the positive form and does not involve an operation over degrees.
If a language makes no reference to degrees, we expect not to find morphemes that
operate over degrees. Specifically, such a language would have no explicit comparison
construction, but would instead make use of an implicit strategy to express a comparison
between objects. Washo is indeed a language of this type.
3.1

Conjoined comparison in Washo

The primary comparison strategy in Washo is conjoined comparison, whereby two independent clauses containing antonymous predicates are juxtaposed, as in (12). This comparison
strategy is widely attested in the world’s languages. According to Stassen’s (1985) typology
of comparison constructions in 110 languages, 26 (23.6%) use conjoined comparison as a
primary or secondary means of expressing comparison.
(12)

t’é:liwhu de-Pil-káykay-iP
k’-éP-i
šáwlamhu
man
NMLZ - ATTR -tall- ATTR 3- COP - IPFV girl
de-Pil-káykay-iP-é:s
k’-éP-aP-š
NMLZ - ATTR -tall- ATTR - NEG 3- COP - AOR - SR
‘The man is taller than the girl.’ (lit: ‘The man is tall, the girl is not tall.’)

The scalar predicates are not marked with any overt comparative morphology in either
clause. In (12), we simply find the positive (unmarked) form in a regular predication
structure (cf. (4)). Given that there is no special morphosyntactic form involved, conjoined
comparison constructions appear to be instances of implicit comparison. However, we
should control for the possibility that there is a covert comparative morpheme present (as
is suggested in the analyses of Japanese comparatives by Beck et al. (2004) and Kennedy
(2007a)).
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3.2

Tests for explicit vs. implicit comparison

According to Kennedy (2007a), there are at least three tests that distinguish explicit from
implicit comparison. These tests target the semantic differences between the comparative
and positive forms of gradable predicates. Essentially, what we find is that the semantics
of implicit comparison reflects that of the positive form, in particular with respect to
vagueness and context-sensitivity, which is expected since there is no dedicated comparative
morphology present. The three relevant tests are the following: (i) (non-)acceptability of
the comparison in crisp judgement contexts; (ii) (non-)acceptability of the comparison with
minimum standard predicates; and (iii) (non-)acceptability with differential measure phrases.
Since, as shown in section 2, Washo lacks measure phrases, the last test does not apply, and
I therefore focus on the first two. The reader can verify that the English explicit and implicit
comparisons in (10) and (11) pattern the way predicted by these tests.
Crisp judgement contexts: Predicates like tall are vague and context-sensitive, meaning that the truth value of a sentence like John is tall greatly depends on the context in which
it is uttered. To evaluate the truth of such an utterance, speakers must have a contextually
salient standard of comparison in mind, such that if John exceeds such a standard with
respect to height, then he can truthfully be ascribed the property tall. The value of the standard depends highly on contextual factors, such as what sort of object John is, or for what
purpose we are evaluating his height. Furthermore, such predicates require an individual to
‘stand out’ relative to others to be used truthfully (Kennedy 2007b). This means that it is
difficult to make distinctions between two individuals that occupy very close positions on
a scale. That is, if we accept that John is tall, and Mary is only one half inch shorter than
John, then we should also accept that Mary is tall.
What does all this mean for the explicit versus implicit distinction? Since implicit
comparison is based on the positive form of the predicate, this type of comparison construction should have the same semantic properties as the positive form. Specifically, implicit
comparison should be infelicitous in so-called crisp judgement contexts where there is
only a small difference between two objects and neither stands out relative to the other.
Explicit comparison, by contrast, only requires an asymmetric ordering between two objects,
meaning that the comparative form of the scalar predicate is not vague like the positive form.
Therefore explicit comparison is expected to be felicitous even in crisp judgement contexts.
With respect to this test, Washo conjoined comparisons pattern like implicit comparisons.
Conjoined comparisons are infelicitous in contexts such as (13).
(13)

a. Context: comparing two ladders that are very close in height
b. ??wı́:diP t’éweP dewgı́Piš k’-éP-i
wı́:diP t’éweP-Na dewgı́Piš-é:s
this much height 3- COP - IPFV this much- NC height- NEG
k’-éP-aP-š
3- COP - AOR - SR
Intended: ‘This one is taller than that one.’
(lit: ‘This one is tall, this one is not tall.’)

Interestingly, conjoined comparisons in crisp judgement contexts improve with the
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addition of modifiers. The speaker in (14) circumvents the constraint against using implicit
comparison in crisp judgement contexts by describing the standard of comparison in the
second clause as t’ı́:yeliP wéwši ‘almost big’.
(14)

a.
b.

Context: comparing two pinecones that differ minimally in size
wı́:diP behéziN-aP-š lák’aP wı́:diP t’ı́:yeliP wéwš-i
this small- AOR - SR one this big
almost- IPFV
‘This one is bigger than that one.’
(lit: ‘This one is small, that one is almost big.’)

Thus the addition of modifiers has the effect of enabling speakers to make finer distinctions
in such contexts than the unmodified positive form allows.
Minimum standard predicates: Certain scalar predicates like bent or wet have minimum standards as opposed to context-dependent ones. That is, an object need only have
a non-zero degree of bend to be considered bent, or a non-zero degree of moisture to be
considered wet. Implicit comparison is expected to be infelicitous with such predicates
since their standards are not context-dependent, while explicit comparison is predicted to be
felicitous because the comparative operator simply requires two distinct degrees of bend or
moisture. With respect to this test, conjoined comparisons in Washo pattern like implicit
comparisons, as shown in (15).
(15)

a.

Context: comparing two bent rods, one more bent than the other (though not a
crisp judgement context)
b. ??wı́:diP Pil-k’únk’un-iP-aP-š
wı́:diP Pil-šı́:šib-iP-i
this ATTR-bent- ATTR - AOR - SR this ATTR-straight- ATTR - IPFV
Intended: ‘This one is more bent than that one.’
(lit: ‘This one is bent, that one is straight.’)

As with the crisp judgement contexts, conjoined comparisons with minimum standard
predicates become acceptable with the addition of modifiers. In (16), the speaker hedges by
claiming that one rod is bent while the other is ‘almost straight’. In (17), the speaker asserts
that one rod is bent, while the other is ‘not very bent’.
(16)

wı́:diP Pil-k’únk’un-iP-aP-š
wı́:diP Pil-šı́:šib-iP
wéwš-i
this ATTR-bent- ATTR - AOR - SR this ATTR-straight- ATTR almost- IPFV
‘This one is more bent than that one.’
(lit: ‘This one is bent, that one is almost straight.’)

(17)

wı́:diP Pil-k’únk’un-iP-aP-š
wı́:diP Pil-k’únk’un-iP šemu-yé:s-aP
this ATTR-bent- ATTR - AOR - SR this ATTR-bent- ATTR very- NEG - AOR
‘This one is more bent than that one.’
(lit: ‘This one is bent, that one is not very bent.’)

Once again, the addition of modifiers allows speakers to make distinctions that are not
possible with the positive form alone. Such evidence reveals that the unmarked positive
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form shows the semantic behavior of the English positive form, even in comparison contexts.
We will return to this issue later on in section 5.
In sum, based on Kennedy’s tests, conjoined comparison in Washo is implicit comparison.
This means that there is no evidence even for a covert comparative morpheme at work in
these constructions. The absence of an explicit comparative morpheme that operates over
degrees is completely expected if Washo makes no reference to degrees.4
4.

Distribution of Modifiers

The distribution of degree modifiers is sensitive to scale structure, i.e. the set of degrees
associated with a predicate, and the type of standard encoded (Rotstein and Winter 2004,
Kennedy and McNally 2005). For instance in English, the degree modifier very modifies
scalar predicates with relative standards, which usually coincides with a scale structure
lacking maximum and minimum elements. Meanwhile, the degree modifier completely only
modifies predicates whose set of degrees includes a maximum value. That is, scale structure
is responsible for the distributional differences between these two modifiers, as observed in
(18).
(18)

a.
b.

The bottle is very tall/??closed.
The bottle is completely closed/??tall.

If a language makes no reference to degrees, we expect putative ‘degree’ modifiers not to
show this type of sensitivity to scale structure, since scale structure by hypothesis consists of
a set of degrees. I argue that cases of apparent degree modification in Washo in fact operate
over he,ti predicates and do not make any reference to degrees. In this section I present a
case study of the modifier šemu, which is often translated as ‘very’, but has a much wider
distribution and somewhat variable interpretation across its uses, properties which I argue
are the hallmarks of non-degree modification.5
First, we observe in (19)–(21) that šemu can be used as an apparent intensifier for
predicates of all scale types; its distribution is not limited to relative-standard predicates
like English ‘very’. When šemu combines with non-relative standard predicates, a more
appropriate translation is ‘really’.
(19)

de-Pil-káykay-iP
šému
NMLZ - ATTR -tall- ATTR ŠEMU
‘very tall’
(relative standard predicate)

(20)

Pil-šı́:šib-iP
šému
ATTR -straight- ATTR ŠEMU
‘really straight’
(maximum standard predicate)

4 For lack of space, I cannot discuss here another comparison strategy in Washo, a mono-clausal construction
where a locative postposition marks the standard of comparison. Preliminary evidence suggests that these are
also implicit comparisons, though a full analysis will be left for another occasion. Washo also does not appear
to lexicalize superlative or equative morphemes, consistent with the degree-less hypothesis.
5 There are also other modifiers in Washo that show a similar distributional pattern and variable interpretations across uses, including wéwš ‘almost’ and hénuN ‘slightly’. A detailed analysis of these modifiers is left
to another occasion.
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Pil-k’únk’un-iP šému
ATTR -bent- ATTR ŠEMU
‘really bent’
(minimum standard predicate)

Second, šemu can be used as a modifier of verbs and nouns generally, and can even
modify numerals. Such behavior would be surprising if šemu were a true degree modifier.
(22)

lák’aP l-á:du
yáha šému-yi
one 1. POSS-hand hurt ŠEMU - IPFV
‘One of my hands really hurts.’

(23)

lél1m šému
night ŠEMU
‘middle of the night’/‘really dark’

(24)

t’é:liwhu dókto šému k’-éP-i
man
doctor ŠEMU 3- COP - IPFV
‘The man is a real doctor.’

(25)

dubáldiP šému hé:š P-ı́Piw-i
five
ŠEMU Q
3-eat- IPFV
‘Did he eat exactly five (apples)?’

In addition to the wide distribution of šemu, we also observe in these examples that the
semantic effect of the modifier varies somewhat depending on the predication modified.
First, šemu has a standard-boosting intensification effect with minimum and relative standard
predicates, as in (19), (21), and (22). Second, it has a precisification effect, acting as a slack
regulator (in the sense of Lasersohn 1999) for predicates that readily allow imprecision in
many contexts (e.g. (20), (25)). Third, as seen in (23) and (24), šemu can also be used to
identify a prototypical or special instance of a predicate.
The wide distribution and somewhat variable semantic effects is evidence for nondegree semantics, in contrast with true degree modifiers such as very and completely, which
have very restricted distributions and consistent semantic effect across uses. Following
Bochnak (2011), I analyze šemu as a modifier that restricts the interpretation to ‘clear
cases’ of the predicate being modified (cf. also McNabb 2012 for a similar analysis of the
Hebrew modifier mamaš). To model the contribution of šemu, I propose that this modifier
incorporates an epistemic or evidential component that is general enough explain its wide
distribution, and brings about apparent degree effects in the appropriate cases, building on a
similar characterization of English real(ly) by Paradis (2003) and Constantinescu (2011).
The proposed semantics for šemu is given in (26):
(26)

J šemu K = l Pl xl w.P(x) in w & 8w0 2 Doxsp (w) : P(x) in w0

Under this analysis, x is P-šemu means that x falls under the extension of P in the actual
world and in all worlds consistent with speaker’s beliefs. As I now show, this analysis is
general enough to capture the wide distribution of šemu, as well as its somewhat variable
meaning across contexts, including apparent degree effects in certain cases.
First, considering (19), we can see how the intensification effects arise. In such a case,
x counts as tall in the actual world and all accessible worlds consistent with the speaker’s
beliefs. There are possibly different standards for tall in different accessible worlds, and the
semantics of šemu requires x to count as tall in all of them. It can then be inferred that x is
well above the standard in the actual world, yielding the effect of intensification. Second,
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the precisification effects come about in a similar way. A maximum standard predicate like
full can be used imprecisely (Kennedy and McNally 2005), and the standard of precision
required can vary from context to context (Lasersohn 1999). Once again, the contribution of
šemu requires an object to count as full in all doxastically accessible worlds. This means that
x must meet the standard of precision in all those worlds, and in particular the most stringent
standard of precision, leading to the precisification effect. Finally, this analysis captures
the cases where šemu is used to make reference to a prototype, as in (24). What counts
as a member of the set of doctors can vary across worlds (e.g. PhDs may be considered
doctors in some worlds but not in others). However, if x counts as a doctor in all accessible
worlds, then it can be inferred that x is a prototypical instance of a doctor, since x has all the
properties of being a doctor in all those worlds. Thus, the prototypicality effects can also be
derived under this analysis of šemu.
To sum up, the wide distribution and variable semantic effect of šemu is evidence that it
does not target degrees, in contrast with true degree modifiers like those found in English.
This behavior of modifiers is entirely expected in a language that makes no reference to
degrees, where the distinction between true degree predicates and non-degree predicates
is neutralized. To the extent that modifiers in degree-less languages do show distributional
sensitivities, the distinctions at work that contribute to those sensitivities will not be based
on scale structure, or to whether a predicate lexicalizes a degree argument or not.
5.

Obligatory Norm-Relatedness

In the degree analysis of gradable predicates, both the positive and comparative forms are
derived from a lexical item of type hd, he,tii. To derive the positive form under this analysis,
a null functional degree morpheme POS is posited, which binds the degree argument to one
above a contextual standard, and returns an he,ti predicate.
(27)

J POS K = l Ghd,eti l x.max{d|G(x)(d)} > dstandard

Since the underlying lexical entry of gradable predicates are simply relations between
individuals and degrees (cf. (1)), the norm-related interpretation comes from the application
of the null positive operator. A virtue of this analysis is that it derives the fact that in
languages like English, the use of the comparative form does not lead to any inference
that the positive form of the predicate holds, which is explained by the obligatory non
co-occurrence of POS and the comparative morpheme.
Since POS is part of the inventory of functional degree morphemes, we expect it not
to exist in a degree-less language like Washo. But of course, by hypothesis, Washo scalar
predicates do not lexicalize measure functions, and are simply vague predicates like (2),
which lexicalize the equivalent of English ADJ + POS. This means that the norm-related
interpretation is lexically encoded in the scalar predicate itself, and therefore should be
present in all its uses, even in contexts of comparison. To show this effect in Washo, I
consider the behavior of the positive (unmarked) form of scalar predicates in two comparison
contexts: crisp judgement contexts; and comparisons where both objects fall under the
negative extension of the predicate.
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Recall that the positive form of a scalar predicate is vague, and so cannot be used to
make fine-grained distinctions between two objects that occupy distinct but very close
positions on a particular scale. Under the degree analysis, this vagueness is contributed by
POS . The (explicit) comparative form does not show these properties of vagueness, since
POS and the comparative morpheme are in complementary distribution. This also provides
the explanation for the observation discussed in section 3 that implicit comparisons are
infelicitous in crisp judgement contexts, since implicit comparisons make use of the vague
positive form. As we have already seen, such comparisons in Washo are infelicitous in crisp
judgement contexts (modulo modification). Recall that the comparison in (13) is infelicitous
in a context of comparing two similarly-sized ladders because neither object ‘stands out’
relative to the other with respect to height. That is, the vagueness of the positive form is
present even in comparison contexts.
Further evidence comes from comparisons in contexts where both objects fall under the
negative extension of the predicate.6 Recall that under the degree analysis, the comparative
form does not entail the positive form, since POS and the comparative morpheme are in
complementary distribution. That is, John is taller can be true even if John is tall is not.
In implicit comparison, however, only the positive form is used, so we might expect that
comparisons using the positive form are infelicitous in contexts where the positive form is
false, that is, when the objects being compared either fall under the negative extension of
the predicate. In Washo conjoined comparisons, we find that this is indeed the case.
(28)

a.

Context: comparing a man who is five feet tall and a woman who is four and
half feet tall (i.e., both clearly fall under the negative extension of tall)
b. ??t’é:liwhu de-Pil-káykay-iP
k’-éP-i
daPmóPmoP
man
NMLZ - ATTR -tall- ATTR 3- COP - IPFV woman
de-Pil-káykay-iP-é:s
k’-éP-aP-š
NMLZ - ATTR -tall- ATTR - NEG 3- COP - AOR - SR
Intended: ‘The man is taller than the woman.’
(lit: ‘The man is tall, the woman is not tall.’)

A speaker can, however, circumvent this restriction by using a strategy that should by
now be familiar, namely modification of the predicate, as in (29).
(29)

a.
b.

Context: comparing two small pinecones (not a crisp judgement context)
wı́:diP behéziN-aP-š lák’aP wı́:diP t’ı́:yeliP wéwš-i
this small- AOR - SR one this big
almost- IPFV
‘This one is small, that one is a little bit big.’

What this data reveals is that not only is norm-relatedness preserved in comparison
contexts in Washo, but also that norm-relatedness must be relative to the global context,
rather than the immediate context. This appears to be an important difference between Washo
conjoined comparisons and the English compared to construction. Recall that compared to
6

For reasons of space, I omit evidence from comparisons of objects that fall under the extension gap of the
predicate, though similar facts obtain.
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comparisons are also implicit comparisons according to Kennedy’s (2007a) tests. However,
the effect of the compared to phrase on the context is different from that of the Washo
examples discussed here. In the analyses of Beck et al. (2004) and Kennedy (2007a), the
compared to phrase has the effect of signaling that the speaker is restricting the context to
only the two individuals being compared. The result is that the main predicate is true of one
individual and false of the other in that restricted context. This means that while compared
to constructions make use of the positive form, such comparisons can be used even if neither
John nor Mary count as tall in the global context, since only the special restricted context is
being considered to evaluate its truth.
In fact, English compared to comparisons (and their counterparts in Japanese) carry
the implicature that neither individual holds the relevant property in the global context
(Sawada 2009).7 By contrast, Washo conjoined comparisons are simply infelicitous in
such contexts, modulo modification. We therefore observe cross-linguistic variation in
implicit comparisons based on whether they can manipulate the context of evaluation of
the positive form. I tentatively suggest that this difference may derive from the fact that
English compared to comparisons are mono-clausal, while Washo conjoined comparisons
are bi-clausal, the idea being that the calculation of the comparison class happens once for
each independent clause. Support for this view comes from analogous conjoined structures
in English like (30), which entails that John is taller than Mary, but (at least according to
my intuitions) can only be used if both John is tall and Mary is short are true in the global
context. Further research is required to flesh out the sources and limits of this variation.
(30)
6.

John is tall, Mary is short.
Conclusion

I claim that the facts reported on here can be best understood if Washo makes no reference
to degrees in its basic semantic ontology of logical types. I have shown that Washo is a
language that lacks measure phrases, has only implicit comparison, has no true degree
modifiers, and whose scalar predicates always receive a norm-related interpretation. This
set of properties forms a grammatical system whose behavior can best be explained by
assuming that Washo makes no reference to degrees in both its lexical items and inventory
of functional meanings. This means that the basic type of degrees is not universally attested
cross-linguistically, and whether a language does or does not make reference to degrees is
an important aspect of cross-lingusitic variation. In terms of the larger picture of the extent
and limits of cross-linguistic variation, the conclusion reached in this paper means that
an important locus of variation lies in differences in the inventory of basic types. Further
research will reveal the extent to which we find such variation between languages, and in
particular which logical types are subject to this type of variation.
As alluded to previously (fn. 2), there is an alternative line of research of comparison
and gradability that denies the existence of degrees even in English. In such analyses,
7 The idea is that if the target of comparison is already considered tall in the global context, the use of
compared to does not change the truth value of John is tall. This generates a relevance implicature that John is
not tall with respect to the global comparison class (and likewise that Mary is even shorter).
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all gradable properties are treated as vague predicates of type he,ti (Kamp 1975, Klein
1980, van Rooij 2011), i.e., no degree argument is implicated in the lexicalization of scalar
predicates. Under this system, ‘degree’ morphemes like the comparative and modifiers like
very are characterized as operations on contextual parameters and comparison classes. If
such an analysis for English is correct, then variation with respect to reference to degrees
is not an issue since the logical type for degrees is not present in any language. We are
then left with the question of how to explain the variation observed between English and
Washo, which I have attributed to a difference in logical type. Proponents of this analysis
would then have to say that Washo lacks certain operations over contextual parameters, and
corresponding lexicalizations of morphemes that correspond to these operations. Such a
characterization seems unlikely to turn out correct, given other facts about Washo we have
examined here. For instance, I have analyzed the semantic contribution of the modifier šemu
as one that makes reference to possible worlds, which themselves could be construed as
sets of contexts. Additionally, the vague predicate analysis for languages like English has
difficulty accounting for certain important facts such as the behavior of implicit comparison
and differential measure phrases (see Kennedy 2011, Beck et al. 2009 for discussion).
Therefore, it seems preferable to conclude that the variation observed between English and
Washo can be traced back to a type difference, namely whether or not a language makes use
of degrees in its basic ontology. This means that the Washo facts discussed here also serve
as an indirect argument for the degree analysis of English-like languages.
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